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Editorial 
LEDs display the right signals 
The humble LED has already established itself as one of the success stories of the compound semiconductor in- 
dustry. Even better news, LEDs are continuing to develop, both in terms of applications and technology. 
T 
he signals that mark the progress of the LED indus- traffic signals with LEDs.Yellow and green LEDs have 
try in traffic light applications are beginning to been ruled out on cost grounds for the moment, but will 
switch from red to green - literally! Hewlett- be re-considered.The project is tipped to save taxpayers 
Packard (HP), one of the world’s leading producers of around $100 000 per year, conserving enough energy to 
the miniature lamps, has just added high intensity blue- power more than 300 Seattle homes for a year. Indeed, 
ish green LEDs for traffic signals to its product portfolio the environmental aspects of the LED conversion have 
(see page 10). HP now offers the complete set of LED been widely touted by the Seattle authorities. 
lamps (red, yellow and green) and is confident that they Cost will always be the main factor when determin- 
are set to win a major share of this sizeable market. ing the adoption of new technologies in markets such as 
The early ‘signs’ from the marketplace already look traffic signals, but the benefit of other ‘minor’ factors 
good. During 1998, the city of Philadelphia, already a big should not be forgotten. Clearly, the ability to point to 
user of red LEDs, will trial full colour LED traffic signals safety and environmental benefits is of considerable ad- 
in five intersectionsThe city’s chief engineer points to vantage to LED manufacturers.We can expect these ben- 
big potential cost savings, most notably from reduced efits to win the ‘green light’ for traffic light applications 
power consumption (estimated at US$911 000 per year) in several more cities in the near future. 
and maintenance requirements. Less quantifiable are po- 
tential savings from reduced legal costs stemming from 7 
the comparably higher reliability and longer life of the 
LEDs. In total, it is expected that LEDs can save 
Philadelphia in excess of $1 million per year. *% 
(l” * 
Good news has also come from Seattle,WA, which re- Editor 
cently began a programme to replace all of its 8640 red Simon Pickering 
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